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Profile: 2018 BMW C 650 Sport
Meet the newly redesigned 2018 BMW C 650 Sport

BMW has redesigned its sporty city ride, creating the sharp and agile second generation of the C 650
Sport scooter. The new scooter features a more powerful engine, city-specific ride improvements and
an updated look to continue to be the city ride of choice for many urban drivers.

Sporty power

The 2018 BMW C 650 Sport
generates its power with a
liquid-cooled, four-stroke parallel
twin-cylinder engine, which uses
four valves per cylinder, double
overhead camshafts, and dry sump
lubrication. Taken all together, this
647-cc engine (which gives the
scooter its “650” moniker)
generates 60 horsepower at 7,500
rpm and 46 lb-ft of torque at 6,000
rpm. Combined with a continuously
variable transmission, that engine
delivers 51 mpg (per 100 km at a
constant 90 km/h).

City rider

This scooter is one of BMW
Motorrad’s three current scooter
offerings, all of which are
specifically geared toward inner-city riding. The C 650 Sport in particular is equipped with an
optimized chassis, which is constructed of tubular steel with die-cast aluminum sections, and
suspension, with a 10%-reduced spring rate in both the fork springs and rear spring strut, for more
sensitive and responsive handling while maintaining stability.

In addition to improvement to the chassis, the 2018 BMW C 650 Sport comes with a center stand that
is even easier to raise than before, reducing the effort required to do so by 30%.

Modern design

The 2018 BMW C 650 Sport is designed to catch the eye and emphasize its sporty driving experience.
This is accomplished with a brand new front, redesigned from the previous model year, with
higher-riding fairing panels, which give the scooter a more refined air, sharp chrome headlights and
new handlebar covers, which feature a glossy center section to enhance the scooter’s looks. The
redesign also adds a new instrument cluster and a stainless-steel exhaust system, which is not only
changed to enhance the scooter’s looks, but also to emit a stronger sound (while simultaneously
reducing weight and releasing fewer exhaust fumes).

With its new, revised looks and improved features, the 2018 BMW C 650 Sport will carry on as the top
city scooter on the road today.
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Profile: 2018 BMW R 1200 RS
A great riding experience all around

The 2018 BMW R 1200 RS is a gentleman’s sport bike and one of the few remaining true midsize
sport-touring bikes available in the United States.

Distinctive design

The BMW R 1200 RS was always
a beautifully-designed motorcycle,
but for 2018 it comes with a new,
exclusive style. The 2018 version
includes gold brake calipers, a
Frozen Bronze metallic engine
spoiler, stainless steel fuel tank
cover, Achat grey metallic matte
frame and Frozen Bronze metallic
body color. Those wishing to go for
a more serious look can opt for just
the new Blackstorm metallic color.

Flexible power

The 2018 BMW R 1200 RS is
motivated by a two-cylinder,
four-stroke 1170cc boxer engine
that revs up to a screaming
8,750-rpm redline, producing 125
peak horsepower and 92 lb-ft of
torque along the way. According to BMW, all of that torque is fully available at 6,500 rpm, giving the
bike good low-end grunt and allowing you to pull ahead of traffic with ease, even in top gear. In fact,
the power curve is so flexible that you may find yourself shifting in and out of the six available gears
more for fun than by necessity.

Sporty comfort

Though the 2018 BMW R 1200 RS is more than capable on winding roads, it prioritizes comfort
before agility. Its ergonomics are excellent, from the relaxed but sporty seating position to the
functional but perfectly placed handlebar, featuring a lovely forged attached aluminum section. The
high windscreen provides good protection against the wind and weather, while the three Dynamic
ESA modes — Rain, Road and Dynamic — adjust the suspension to help you adapt to road
conditions. The R 1200 RS also comes with standard automatic stability control, anti-lock braking and
almost unusually large rear brake discs, giving you the peace of mind you need when riding a sport
tourer.

With its engaging performance, great looks, confidence-inspiring handling and its touring bike
convenience, the 2018 BMW R 1200 RS provides a well-rounded experience for the everyday rider.
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Experience the BMW Off-Road Academy
Become a world traveler with this intensive program

Less than 10 percent of roads in the world are paved. The BMW Off-Road Academy offers BMW
owners the chance to learn how to tackle riding in the dirt, helping expand their options by an order of
magnitude whenever they grip the handlebars.

The BMW Off-Road Academy is
located in the foothills above Los
Angeles, California. It is one of only
eight places in the world where
owners can learn to ride the BMW
GS, a relatively heavy motorcycle
among those meant to go off-road,
to the full extent of its capabilities.

The training program is operated
by RawHyde Adventures in
partnership with BMW of North
America. There are three different
tiers: introductory, intermediate and
advanced training programs. The
first is meant for novice off-road
riders and mirrors the curriculum
taught at BMW’s own training
school in Germany. It is a good
place to start for most riders, even
those who have plenty of
experience riding on tarmac or riding in the dirt with smaller bikes.

The second, intermediate program is targeted at those who have completed the introduction or who
have at least a year of off-road experience. It will increase the pace and send riders down more than
just logging and forest roads. “This class will teach the rider a ‘very complete’ toolbox of skills, skills
that enable the rider to conquer any foreseeable challenge,” says BMW Off-Road Academy.

The final, advanced program — called the “Expedition CV” — is a full-blown event that takes place
over six nights and five days, taking riders into the Mojave Desert and throughout the deserts of
California and Nevada, with the Death Valley National Park providing the meat of the trip. All of the
skills the riders learned in the first two programs will be tested. The group will be accompanied by
trained chefs and paramedics, though riders are encouraged to bring their own cooking and sleeping
equipment.

The reason for this is because the BMW Off-Road Academy is targeted at riders who want to go
around the globe on their motorcycles, which will not only include riding in dirt but would likely involve
field cooking, packing and setting up. Ultimately, participants will leave the BMW Off-Road Academy
not just better riders but better world travelers.
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Winter Care for Your Motorcycle
Get your motorcycle ready for winter with these tips

When the winter weather finally arrives, it’s time to park the motorcycles until riding weather returns.
However, before hanging up your helmet for the season, there are a few matters to take care of.

Tend to the gas

First of all, before storing a
motorcycle for the winter,
something has to be done with the
gasoline. This is because, as
energy consultant and author
James Speight told Live Science
points out, “[gasoline] is like wine –
once you take it out of the bottle, it
starts going bad.” If gasoline is left
alone for a long time, its chemistry
changes as lighter hydrocarbons
evaporate, solids begin to form and
the ethanol blended in absorbs
water. To prevent this, mix in fuel
stabilizer to your gasoline and run
the engine for a bit to allow the
stabilized gas to permeate the
whole system.

Fill the other fluids

After refilling the gas, check the motorcycle’s brake fluid, clutch fluid, coolant and antifreeze, refilling
and replacing each as necessary. Alternatively, according to Esurance, you can drain out the above
fluids entirely for storage and then refill them when it is time to ride again.

Additionally, before storing a motorcycle, Consumer Reports says to replace the oil, as dirty oil
contains contaminants that could cause corrosion during storage. Turn on the bike, let the oil warm
up, then turn it off, drain the oil and refill.

Take care of the battery

Storage and cold weather can wreak havoc on a motorcycle’s battery and drain it of energy over time.
Before putting the bike away, Cycle World says to check its health by inspecting the cables, posts and
fasteners for corrosion and clean if needed. Then, check your battery’s electrolyte levels if it isn’t a
sealed unit and hook it up to a motorcycle-specific trickle charger that will monitor and maintain its
charge.

Find some shelter

Finally, find somewhere for your motorcycle to spend the winter. Consumer Reports suggests a
heated indoor storage area is best—this may be a service offered by your local dealership. However,
if a heated unit is unavailable, then the next best place is a garage or shed, or at least a spot parked
on top of plywood. Once there is a place to park, cover with a good, breathable motorcycle cover to



protect it from dust, dirt and water.

If you follow these tips, your motorcycle will be ready to go when warm weather returns.
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